
Unofficial: Warhammer 40k Campaign 

By Ian Griffiths 

A non-commercial works into creating an interesting narrative based campaign setting 

for Warhammer 40k. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract: This project has been created to make a free flowing Warhammer 40k Campaign 

based on both creating an element of strategy to the base tactical game rules. Also creating a 

form of Narrative within the game, allowing for character creation, and design for players 

who wish to build upon their own army within their faction. This addition will create a form 

of imaginative play which will see players develop their armies to a new level.   

Disclaimer: This is a non-profit project done to create a simple design structure and flow to 

enhance the gaming experience of Warhammer 40,000. This is NOT a Games Workshop 

Limited 2000-2011 endorsed product, just a simple creation of an extended rule set.  

 

 

 



Aims and Objectives 

Aims:  

 To create a base rule system for a grand strategic game play option. 

 Player progression with both armies units inside, as well as characters with in the 

game. 

 Players being able to play a campaign with multiple different gamers and armies. 

 Narrative creation for the players, allowing them to create their own back story within 

the game. 

Objectives: 

 To create a fun gaming experience for the players. 

 To allow players to tailor a narrative to their characters and army. 

 To allow expansion and a new mind set in gaming instead of playing on a tournament 

level. 

 To give the player a personal experience and a sense that victory creates progress 

within the game, as opposed to the self-contained battlefields of 40k. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

This project outlines the creation of a multiplayer experience within the Warhammer 40k 

World. This experience is that of a campaign which has the possibilities of creating a grand 

campaign at a later date. The campaign will be the bringing of a balance between the 

ludological elements of Warhammer 40k, with the use of tactical battles. To the area of 

strategic warfare as outlined in the standard Warhammer campaign modes allowing for 

armies to travel into different areas of conflict allowing for different forms of battle to be 

created. With this in mind a balance then into the narrative aspect of war gaming has been 

created with that of applying set narratives with objectives and goals to the player, as well as 

the addition of Pan Narratives being created between the interactions on the battlefield with 

the factions involved. 

 

Campaign:  

Being that of the localised war zone, here the players will be pitted against each other on a 

single contained world. This allows for gaming interactions between 2-16 players as a base. 

This conflict will be depicted on a single zone of conflict being a single planet. 

 

Grand Campaign:  

Is that of being a generalised war zone, here the players will be pitted against each other on a 

single star system, or selected area of space. This involves multiple players banding into 

factions, which will add an additional diplomatic aspect to the game which will be address at 

a later date. This also allows for additional Warhammer expansions with the use of battle 

fleet gothic to depict the interstellar warfare, as well as multiple apocalypse games. These 

games can be played between 2-4 players but recommended for 8- 32 players. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Research 

Kriegspiel:  

An aspect for this campaign creation will be taken from the German military war game 

Kriegspiel. This will be that of players having the ability to fight on individual sides, but also 

by having an adjudicator to watch them when playing the games. This will be done to upkeep 

the sporting nature of the hobby.  

The Adjudicator will be responsible for the following actions, much like a Campaign 

manager or Dungeon Manager within role play games. These actions include: 

 Assigning narrative content to the players. 

 Assigning mission objectives to the players. 

 Development and design of the world the players are battling on. 

 To assure the players that the lists are of the correct points value. 

 To act as an independent adjudicator for rule disputes.  

 To insure the community is having fun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Strategic Campaign 

 

This section highlights the strategic aspect of the campaign, though open to interpretation for 

the Adjudicator. These are the base rules which outline the structure of how the campaign 

should be played. 

 

Players 

The standard campaign will be laid for between 2-16 players. It is recommended to mostly 

play these games between 4-8 players as will become more manageable and interesting for 

the player. Though there is no base rules at this level for alliances within the games players 

may agree to work together to try defeat another general or even work in small groups of 

players against another group of players, which can allow apocalypses events to ensue.  

Players must first read the players guide in choosing to partake in this campaign and agree to 

the terms of this.  

 

Zone Layout 

When creating the world for the players to battle on the Adjudicator must first take the 

amount of players within the game, and times their number by four. This will work out how 

many zones there will be for each side. This will be done so that for every player at least two 

squares of their own are full; this means that the player will always have enough options open 

for themselves to create additional strategies onto their enemies. This allows for unusual 

tactics to be used by other players. 

 

In the base lay out, each player is assigned their territory on the world map, each location has 

to be connecting to start with. Within these locations the player is then allowed to choose one 

single zone, this zone will be the home or Hub for the player. The Hub works in two ways, if 

the player is tabled with an army they must move their army back to their Hub, also if a 

player reaches a Hub with an army they might choose to recreate their force, and write up a 

new list. If this army leaves the Hub for any reason standard force organisation rules will 

reapply to the units, though when holding the Hub players are allowed to break this rule. 

 

Points in Campaigns 

When beginning the campaign the adjudicator must decide how many points the campaign 

will be played over. This will be a maximum amount of points per player. This can then be 



used by the player to distribute between multiple armies under their control; standard force 

organisation is required for each army though.  

 

Adjudicators are suggested to allow for more points than the players have so they can use 

multiple armies from the same figures, this means that a player can only ever play one battle 

at one time. These rules are then depicted by the rules of conflict. So a player can only ever 

attack an army with a similar points value, otherwise all balance will be destroyed in this 

game. Though in addition to this, maximum force organisation can be broken, allowing for 

players to have more than the standard, as long as the opponent has enough troops to fight 

against them.  

 

Example of this:  

Two players decided to invade one player’s zones, the game is a 2000 point game, and the 

allied players have 1000 points each, after defeating the single players two armies of 1000 

independently of each other, the players amass against the single player’s home zone. This 

battle is then fought between an alliance of 1000 points each between the two attacking sides 

making 2000 points, and the whole 2000 points of the single player.  

 

 

Conflict allowance:  

When players are looking to attack a single location within the game world they have to 

assess the situation for a tactical level to start with. Players are only allowed to attack an army 

with a similar or lesser point’s value, if the point’s value is lesser than the attacking player 

MUST match the points of the defending player at any cost.  

 

If a player is defending against two armies, then the attacking player must declare which 

army is the main force, here they will fight a standard battle against the opponent. With the 

other army which is not declared a main force the player may choose to allocate some of their 

points into this reserve force if the points of the defending force is greater. This reserve force 

then must only entre the game via either deep strike, infiltrating or in reserve. 

 

 

 

 



Campaign Turns 

At the beginning of the campaign each player takes it in turn to roll to see who goes first with 

their campaign movement. This is then considered the running order for how the players will 

take their turns within the game campaign. Each turn consists of, Movement, Combat, and 

Resolution. 

 

Campaign Movement: 

Each army is given the option for a standard campaign movement; this is broken down into 

three sections: 

The first being that of Defensive Movement: This allows the player to move one zone within 

the game world and then defend that zone. The advantage to this is that the player always, 

chooses their deployment zone. The player may not move into a hostile zone and defend. 

The second being that of Standard Movement: This allows the army to be moved up to two 

zones, with this if the zone is a hostile zone they move into on their first zone, if the unit lose 

then they retreat an extra one zone. 

The third being that of Assault Movement: This allows the army to be moved up to three 

zones; with this the units travelling not in transports MUST be placed in reserve. So the first 

turn of combat the player attacking will only have troops in dedicated transports on the field. 

 

Advanced Tactics can be used within this phase, here players who wish to attack a single 

enemy with two armies may choose to. At this point points are made up of the Primary attack 

force, and then the secondary attack forces points are added to this. If the points are higher 

than that of the main forces then the player must only use the Primary force only. 

// is an example needed? 

 

Campaign Combat: 

This stage is when the combat of the game is played out. Each player will roll for or be 

assigned the mission and then choose how and where to deploy as per standard game of 

Warhammer 40k. 

 

Campaign Resolution: 

This stage gives the resolution to events. If players are defeated their armies must return in a 

straight or straight enough direction to their Hub. If an army is victorious they then acquire 



that square. Forces can only occupy squares that are held by a defending army of same or 

lower point values. 

If a force is completely destroyed in this campaign turn the force will then reappear at the 

Players Hub in the following Campaign Resolution. This can only happen if the player has 

still control of a Hub or has taken an enemy Hub. 

This stage also sees any amendments to the lists and upgrades to character and units.  

 

Campaign Objectives: 

These are objectives laid out by the adjudicator at the start of the campaign, with these 

campaign events can be attached. Objectives are used to create bonuses per faction as well as 

count towards scoring objectives within the game. As many or as few objectives can be 

placed at the beginning of the campaign and additional ones can be added over time. With 

this in mind also, for the purposes of the campaign an objective is ALSO counted as a Hub. 

This list includes some possible objectives used within a game. 

Objective Bonus 

Fortress A fort offering a 3+ cover save will be added 

to the board; also the defenders deployment 

zone includes the fort. See Fort Missions. 

Ammo Dump Place D3 Ammo dumps on the map, with this 

any infantry units that shoots from these 

gains the ability to reroll failed to hits. But if 

the dumps are hit they will explode and roll 

D3 Scatter dice from the centre of the Dump. 

See Ammo Dump Explosions under 

missions. 

Hive The battle is fought over a city fight; with 

this the battle must have 50% building 

terrain. 

Communication Tower This zone has an old communication tower, if 

a HQ unit is within this building at any time 

they can roll on the Communication Orders. 

Space Port This allows troops to entre from reserve from 

instead of the table edge but the port building 

itself, this is depending on who holds it and if 

it is contested by an enemy unit within 3”. 

 

 

 

 

 



Campaign Events: 

Campaign events are randomised events that may happen within the game. These can be 

added by the adjudicator at any time to spice the game up.  Campaign events can hinder or 

even change the outcome of a battle; these are dependent on the weather conditions, and 

mysterious events. At the beginning of the game Campaign turn a single D6 is rolled to 

determine what will affect the world; this can be done at any time by the adjudicator. Only 

one weather affect and Mysterious Event can happen at a time.  

D6 Events 

1-2 No New Event 

3-5 Weather Event 

6 Mysterious Event 

 

Weather Events: 

Depending on the time of the year and the world that the players are on, weather can strive to 

create problems and bring new life to the world, this being so event conditions may happen to 

change the make-up of the game. This is dependent on the world created by the adjudicator at 

the start of the campaign. Each time a weather event is drawn the weather of the game world 

must change. 

D6 Weather Type Weather Description 

1-3 Clear Skies No effects are caused. 

4 Demoralising weather – be this heavy 

rain getting the troops down or 

constant sand in their eyes the troops 

are getting angry with this and just 

want to go home. 

All troops are – 1 to the leadership. 

5 Harsh on the eyes – be this a sand 

storm, a snow storm, heavy rain or a 

solar spike. 

All shooting is treated as night 

fighting. 

6 Storm to end all Storms – The troops 

find it hell to move and attack, the 

weather is too harsh even for the most 

heavily armoured transport. 

All movement is halved (and 

rounded up), and so is shooting 

these weather conditions are so 

adverse onto the troops that the 

battle will rage for longer, the 

game will be increased to 8 Turns 

minimum going up to 10 max. 

Campaign movement is reduced 

by One. 

 

 

 

 



Mysterious Events: 

These are events completely un-expected, they unlike weather events are continuous until 

destroyed or their campaign turn timer ends. 

 

D6 Event Type Event Description 

1 Hub over Board! The adjudicator numbers the 

Hubs within the game world 

including objectives and 

whichever one is picked is 

destroyed leaving its holder 

without a Hub. Any units in 

this Hub must automatically 

move 1 Zone. 

2-3 World turns to night For some reasons the sun has 

disappeared for D3 campaign 

turns all battles take place 

with night fighting rules. 

4 The Web portal awakes A web portal opens within a 

single zone, the player may 

then choose to enter this and 

appear on a scatter dice + 2 

D6 from the portals place on 

the campaign map. 

5 Pirates! Small force of Dark Eldar 

pirates appears played by a 

3
rd

 party, see Pirates Chart. 

6 Eye of the Warp All Psyker’s are removed 

from play if they fail a 

leadership test with a -3 

modifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Missions 

Missions are depicted by the adjudicator at the start of the campaign. Additional objectives 

though may be added at a later date depending on the actions and motives of the players. The 

main campaign objective within the game will be to eliminate other players; this can only be 

done by taking the Hub of the enemy and then defeating their left over forces. 

Other missions may include: 

 Set capture and controls, so if a conflict is fought within a set zone it will always be a 

capture and control mission. 

 Set objective based missions, here a pre-determined objectives are placed within a 

single zone, here the objectives must always be paramount in the efforts of both 

attacker and defender, with victory of the zone only being determined on who holds 

the objectives, so in the event that all scoring units are destroyed the game is 

considered a draw. 

 Assassination missions, here the player given the mission must assassinate a selected 

enemy HQ unit, if more than one assign and roll a D6 to determine which unit is to be 

the target.  

 Faction related missions, these are missions allocated onto the player from the Faction 

missions table. 

When rolling for Missions at the start of the game, the attacking Player must roll a D6 to 

determine which mission to play out, unless superseded by another. 

D6 Mission Type 

1 Capture and Control 

2 Objective Based Mission 

3-4 Faction Mission 

5 Annihilation 

6 Assassination 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Fortress Deployment: 

This section outlines the fortress mission deployment, the defender must always deploy on 

the forts side and deploy within 24” from either table width. The attacking player then has a 

24” deployment zone with 24” between them as a no man’s land.  

 

 

 

Ammo Dump Explosions: 

The player who shot the dump must first hit the dump and do damage against its toughness 4. 

If this is destroyed then D3 attacks will appear from the Dump. With this then roll a D6 to 

determine the result of the explosion. These explosions must be rolled for the Type, and then 

worked out from highest to lowest. 

D6 Type Range Strength AP Type 

1-3 2 D6 3 - Heavy, Sniper 

D6 for every 

unit in range. 

4-5 2 D6 4 6 Blast. 

6 1 D6 5 4 Large Blast 

Example: A single shot from a space marine bolt pistol blows up the Ammo dump with two 

units of Ork looters around it; the attacker rolls a 4 on the attacks D3, and then a 6 and a 2 on 

the type. On the 6 the player rolls a scatter dice and a D6 to determine the range of the large 

blast, it hits and kills two of the Orks in one Squad. The other attack is then worked out, with 



3 attacks on the squad that took damage and 2 attacks on the other. Only one attack on the 

squad that took damage has happened this now leads the Ork looter squad to take a leadership 

test, and the Ammo dump is removed from play.  

 

Communication Orders: 

If a HQ unit is within a Communication tower they are able to send a direct message to their 

fleet orbiting the planet or to their forces in the warp, etc. This has to be done at the 

beginning of the turn before reserves have been deployed, and can only happen if the tower is 

not being contested, or any unit is within 3” of this. 

D6 Roll Order Issued Result of Order 

1 Miss communications An orbital Blast comes down 

aimed at the Communication 

Tower; this is at Str 9, AP 3 

Large Blast. 

2- 4 Untenable Static Nothing Happens. 

5 Deep Strike understood The player’s forces in reserve 

in deep strike may enter the 

game without scattering. 

6 Orbital attack The holding Player gains one 

Orbital blast at Str 9, AP 3, 

Large blast, that only scatters 

1 D6 

 

 

 

Pirates! 

On this roll a small band of Dark Eldar Pirates appear out of the web way. This event lasts for 

3 + D3 campaign turns, this force can’t be upgraded or be given a Hub, though can be 

removed from the campaign if the force is tabled.  

D6 Points of Pirates 

1-4 500pts 

5-6 1000pts 

(Please note just because the setting says Dark Eldar it can be other armies as well it’s all up 

to the adjudicator to choose what army and write it into the narrative.) 

 

 

 



 

Character advancement  

 

During the campaign characters can be given additional upgrades for additional point’s 

values depending on their actions within battle. This is done to create a personal narrative 

within the actions of the commander, allowing for players to act depending on their narrative 

attached to the character. When the player is choosing a HQ in their points, they are NOT 

allowed to pick a unique character. This is due to the narrative constructs of the campaign.  

 

When creating a HQ unit, the player should think in mind of what actions they will be 

looking to perform with their HQ unit, and how they plan on upgrading them in the future. 

These upgrades can be based on Stats, Traits and additional War gear. With this in mind 

player whose HQ gains wounds, or dies in a battle can come out with a negative effect onto 

their character also. Please note upgrades can only be got when a Player fulfils a personal kill 

count or objective.    

 

Traits are different to the average upgrades; they are gained when a player preforms a 

campaign Goal for their HQ unit. Each HQ unit will have a personal goal ahead of them 

chosen at the start of the campaign, and when this goal is then completed a D6 is rolled to 

grant the upgrade onto the character. Whereas stats and other war gear options cost points, 

traits do not, they are seen as a badge of honour on the players HQ unit.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Campaign Goals HQs: 

Campaign goals are set upon the characters from the start of the game, when applying an 

army list the player must choose a campaign goal dependant of what they wish for them to do 

within the game. This can be based depending on how the player plays, to how they want 

their character narrative to play out or depending on the strategic options they use.  

 

Name of Goal Actions Preformed Race Specific 

They shall know no Fear! Player Passes 8 Leadership test from 

shooting or CC. 

Space Marines and 

associated 

Chapters. 

Blood for the Blood God! Player Kills 40 Units in CC. Chaos Demons 

and Marines. 

Champion in their Kin. Kills 5 Independent Characters. All 

Take and Hold Capture 5 Zones and hold them. All  

Hold the Line Successfully Defend the Hub 4 Times All 

Burn the Heretic! Use Melta/ Flamers to kill at least 10 

Chaos characters. 

All Imperial 

Forces 

Tank Hunter Wreck or Destroy 5 Tanks All 

 

 

Traits: 

Traits are given to players who successfully manage to complete their Goals. These Traits are 

decided on a roll of a D6. 

D6 Roll Trait Type 

1-2 Generic Trait List 

3-5 Faction Specific Trait 

6 Legendary Trait 

 

With this in mind players may only have One Legendary Trait and Two other Traits per 

Character. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Generic Trait List 

The generic Trait List is as follows if a generic trait is required the player must roll a further 

D6 to determine the trait: 

D6 Roll Generic Trait Gained 

1 Fearless - The Character receives the 

universal Fearless rule with this their 

leadership is increase to 10. 

2 Preferred enemy – The Character receives the 

ability to reroll to hit. 

3 Strength in Arms – The Character receives 

the ability to reroll to wound. 

4 Feel no Pain – The character receives the feel 

no pain universal special rule.  

5 Combat Master – The character receives the 

ability to reroll both to hit and wound. 

6 Hardy – The character receives both +1 to 

toughness and wounds. 

 

Please note if a character already has this trait or option in their profile they may choose to 

reroll (please note this does not count if the option is war gear). 

 

Faction Specific Traits: 

This section outlines the faction specific traits and what abilities characters gain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Space Marines Traits: 

The Space Marines Trait List is as follows if a Space Marine Trait is required the player must 

roll a further D6 to determine the trait: 

D6 Roll Space Marines Trait Gained 

1 Stubborn Commander – All marines within 

12” have the HQs leadership Value. 

2 Friend of Mars – All rhinos self-repair from 

immobilised on a 3+ 

3 Unforgotten Grudge: The player chooses one 

other Faction and the HQ unit has the 

preferred enemy universal rule against that 

faction. 

4 Brother of Flames - All Melta/Flamers 

become Twin Linked. 

5 Emperor Protects – The HQ Gains a 3+ 

Invulnerable Save. 

6 Emperors Champion – Gains an additional 

D6 Attacks on the charge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Legendary Trait: 

Legendary Traits are the greatest of all the Traits possible reserved for only the bravest and 

strongest in the universe, if a character gains a legendary trait they become a force of 

unstoppable power, enough to rival with any of history’s greatest warriors. The Player must 

roll a D6 to determine the Legendary Trait bestowed upon them: 

D6 Roll Legendary Traits 

1 Eternal Warrior – The character gains the 

universal Eternal Warrior Special Rule. 

2 Death From Above – This character gains a 

one Shot weapon which is a large blast, 

unlimited range, Strength 10 AP 1 Hit. 

3 Un-Winding – For every wound the character 

losses on a roll of a 4+ the character ignores 

the wound. 

4 The Feared – If a unit within 6” wishes to 

shoot or assault the character or unit they are 

in first they must take a leadership test with a 

– 4 modifier. 

5 Warp Walker – The HQ can travel through 

the Warp without issue, this being so if the 

HQ successfully passes a leadership test they 

can then Deep strike anywhere on the board, 

and THEN Move, Shoot and Assault 

afterwards. 

6 Master of Combat – The HQ gains the ability 

to always hit and wound on a 2+ in addition 

to this any wound caused by this Ignores 

ALL saves! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Stat Upgrades:  

Stat upgrades are heavily restricted due to the nature, due to the fact that a single stat upgrade 

can increase the killing power of a character by an incredibly high amount. Due to this the 

restrictions are, incredibly high points cost to buy the upgrade, and can only be bought if the 

character defeats another independent character in combat or shooting. Only one upgrade 

may be made at the Hub at a time, so if a player Kills 3 independent characters and then 

returns to the Hub with the HQ they may only upgrade once. 

Upgrade Points Limitations 

+ 1 Weapon Skill 10 Up to + 2 to base Profile 

+ 1 Ballistic Skill 10 Up to + 2 to base Profile 

+ 1 Strength 35 Up to + 1 to base Profile 

+ 1 Toughness 35 Up to + 1 to base Profile 

+ 1 Wound 50 Up to + 1 to base Profile 

+ 1 Initiative 30 Up to + 2 to base Profile 

+ 1 Attack 40 Up to + 1 to base Profile 

+ 1 Leadership 10 Up to + 2 to base Profile 

Please note: Once a Stat upgrade has been chosen for that HQ unit it is permanent so that 

units points cost will ALWAYS have to include any stat upgrade costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Additional War gear: 

This section outlines what upgrades a player can get to their HQ, please note these war gear 

pieces are only designed to be added onto the player if they are with a wound or have 

suffered death previously, this is done to allow for player upgrades to neglect these facts if 

they have the points. This is considered a list modification as well so players HQ character 

must be at the Hub. Please note these are a buy once item, when the player buys it once they 

do not have to pay for it again, though these items can only be used twice and only if 

required. 

 

Example: A Space Marine Captain (Costing 100pts) suffers a roll of a 2 on the wound table, 

he returns to the Hub where he buys a Bionic Eye, and Arm. The next battle his points cost 

would be 130 points, but the next battle after wards his points would be reduced to 100 again. 

War gear Points Uses 

Bionic Eye (Eye 

Replacement) 

10 Restores initiative value 

Bionic Leg (Replacement 

Leg) 

5 Allows HQ to run. 

Bionic Arm (Replacement 

Arm) 

20 Ignores strength reduction. 

Muscle Restructuring 50 Ignores toughness reduction 

Physiological examination 30 Ignores Leadership reduction 

Armour Repair 5 Armour save values are 

restored (this does not 

include invulnerable saves.) 

Please note that these upgrades are the equivalent of, so if say a chaos demon prince loses a 

leg in battle it might be replaced as a tentacle instead of a bionic leg, this is up to the user and 

how they want to depict this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Player HQ Damage: 

The player HQ is a critical aspect of the game, so much so it is a strong suggestion to always 

keep them in the best form. This being so, after every battle in the resolution phase, the player 

must take account of their HQ is dead, or wounded. If this applies to any of the players then 

they must take a test to determine the effects of the wounds caused.  

 

Wounds: 

If a player is wounded in combat they are given a modifier for the next Campaign turn only. 

This modifier shows the wound onto the player’s HQ. If a character stuffs multiple Wounds 

in one game the effects can stack up. To depict these wounds the player must roll a D6 to 

determine the effects: 

D6 Roll Wound Effect 

1 Critically Wounded – The HQ is minus 1 

Wound for the next game on their starting 

Profile (to a minimum of 1). 

2 Crippling Pain – The HQ is minus 1 Strength 

for the duration of the game from their 

starting Profile (to a minimum of 1) 

3 Weakened Constitution – The HQ is minus 1 

Toughness for the duration of the game from 

their starting Profile (to a minimum of 1) 

4 Minor Arm Injury – The HQ is unable to use 

double strength weaponry to weapons which 

increase their strength. 

5 Minor Leg Injury – The HQ is unable to run 

for the duration of the next game. 

6 Shrug off – The HQ’s high constitution and 

sturdiness in battle has been noted and the 

player has no ill effects. 

Please note on top of this the characters initiative is reduced by 1 for every roll on the 

wounded table (to a minimum of 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Deaths: 

If the HQ unit suffered death in the previous battle then its affects will be continues until they 

have returned to the Hub and rested their, for 1 Campaign Turn without being involved 

within combat. If for any reason the character has suffered Death and is then required to be 

part of a combat they must roll on the Permanent Injury Table.  

D6 Roll Permanent Injury Table 

1 Near Death – The character is near to death 

so much so that their wounds are reduced to 

1, and Toughness Halved. 

2 Broken Life Line – This character loses any 

invulnerable saves, (if no invariable save is 

on the character has to their -1 toughness). 

3 Holding of for Life – The character has its 

wounds reduced to 1. 

4 Losing all Will to Live – The character is -2 

to their leadership. 

5 Heavily Wounded – The character is -1 to 

their wounds (to a minimum of 1). 

6 Broken Armour – The characters armour 

barely saved them but in the process was 

nearly destroyed, all normal armour saves are 

reduced to a 6+ (if the characters saves was 

6+ to begin with they have -1 Wound). 

These injuries are removed after the character has been in a Hub for 1 Turn without being in 

combat.  Please note if a character has suffered death their initiative is set to 1 for the next 

battle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit Advancement 

Unit advancement allows single units to upgrade over their terms of service in the campaign. 

This does not only apply to Units of Infantry, but also Bikes, Elite Units and Tanks.  

Units often find themselves becoming a thing of legend within an army, with a renown and 

prestige all of their own. For deeds done and victories earned, this section allows that aspect 

onto units.  

 

Choosing a Unit 

When a player chooses a unit in their list they are advised to give them a single name and a 

backstory much like a character, for this whole ream of text isn’t needed but a little to justify 

their presence. This doesn’t only benefit the player on a narrative level, but also on a tactical 

level, by outlining in their story how they trained they are then placing an intrinsic use of how 

to use them as a squad in the future. 

 

Maintaining a Unit: 

Throughout the campaign there will come times when players have performed actions which 

are above and beyond the call of duty with a set unit, with this in mind the player might wish 

to upgrade, or even build upon a single unit. This will be possible from any Hub held by the 

player. 

 

Destruction of a Unit: 

If a unit has been upgraded and then for any reason destroyed within the game the player 

must remove that unit from their list, this means the unit may not keep any upgrades to it. But 

the same models can be re-used as a new unit. Please note this only applies to vehicles which 

are destroyed as wrecks can be seen to be salvageable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit Goals: 

Unlike HQs unit goals are generic based on the deeds performed by the unit themselves and 

not any independent characters that are attached, etc. The goals available to the player are as 

follows.   

Name of Goal Action Preformed Reward Type Available 

Tank Killer Unit has Wrecked or Destroyed 5 or 

more Tanks. 

Tank Hunter 

Combat Masters Unit has killed more than 10 Units in 

Close Combat. 

One Upgrade. 

Sniper Unit has killed 5 or more 

Independent characters through 

shooting attacks only. 

One Upgrade. 

Kings of the Hill Has held 3 Objectives and survived. 

(Troops Only) 

One Upgrade. 

Want to be Kings Has contested 3 Objectives and 

Survived. 

One Upgrade. 

Walker Killer Has killed 3 or more Walkers In CC. Walker Hunter. 

Anticipated Shooters Has killed 2 units at their maximum 

weapons range (i.e. A units exactly 

24” from a unit with bolters) 

One Upgrade. 

 

Unit Rewards 

Unit rewards are given when a unit performs a goal and completes it. These are broken down 

into ranged, close combat, objective based, and specific rewards. These point costs are 

permanent so if the player upgrades at any time to one of these the unit has to stick with this 

additional points cost.  

Name of reward What it does Points 

Cost 

Tank Hunter Gives the unit the universal Tank hunter Rule. 10pts 

Walker Hunter The unit can hit Walkers in close combat on a 

4+ instead of a 6+. 

20pts 

Furious Charge Grants the unit the Furious Charge universal 

rule. 

10pts 

Preferred Enemy Grants the unit the Preferred Enemy universal 

rule. 

10pts 

Steady Aim The unit always hits on a 2+ when shooting. 15pts 

Enhanced Weapon Sights The unit’s weapon range is extended by 6”, 

this does not apply to melta or template 

weapons. 

20pts 

Hail to the King This unit gains the ability to be counted as an 

objective scoring unit! 

20pts 

 



Please note any upgrades or current goals must be displayed on the army list, this is so if an 

opponent chooses to they can target and destroy units close to being upgraded. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table of Conflict 

If players wish to ally together for any reason to tackle a tricky opponent or just wish to not 

be directly at conflict they can choose to but will always be limited by the Table of Conflict 

as outlined here. 

 BA CD CSM DE E GK IG Nec Orks SM SW Tau Nids WH 

BA + x x x - + + - x + + - x + 

CD x + + - x x x x - x x x - x 

CSM x + + - x x x x - x x x x x 

DE x - - + x x x x x x x x x x 

E - x x x + x - x - - - - x x 

GK + x x x x + + x x + + - x + 

IG + x x x - + + x x + + - x + 

Nec - x x x x x x + x x x x x x 

Orks x - - x - x x x + x x - - x 

SM + x x x - + + x x + + - x + 

SW + x x x - + + x x + + - x + 

Tau - x x x - - - x - - - + x - 

Nids x - x x x x x x - x x x + x 

WH + x x x x + + x x + + - x + 

 

+ Can be Allies. 

- Possibly can be allies but only for D3 turns. 

X Cannot be allies.  

 

BA- Blood Angels 

 

CD- Chaos Demons 

 

GK- Grey Knights 

 
CSM- Chaos Space Marines 

 

IG- Imperial Guard 

 
DE- Dark Eldar 

 



SM- Space Marines 

 
Nec- Necrons 

 

SW- Space Wolves 

 
Orks- Orks! 

 

WH- Witch Hunters 

 
Tau- Tau 

 

E- Eldar 

 
Nids- Tyranids 

 

 

 


